Associazione RBR-WORLD A.S.D.

AERON NATION CUP - 3DRAP TROPHY 2020

RBR-WORLD A.S.D. Association
Particular Regulation
Prize Championship
named AERON NATION CUP 2020 CHAMPIONSHIP

The AERON CUP NATION CHAMPIONSHIP will be the championship where prizes will be awarded.
It is a competition reserved to all RBR-WORLD members where the prizes offered by our sponsors will be assigned the
aim is to involve the biggest number of users for this phase of competition, where at the end of the twenty (20 )
scheduled races can conquer one of the 10 places available to win one of the prizes offered by:
AERON Simulator
3DRAP
SYM PROJECTS
THE MAGGIOLINO
VALLIART
RBR-WORLD
....
In addition there will be a FINAL, also rewarded with cups offered by 3DRAP for their respective positions ...

The AERON NATION CUP CHAMPIONSHIP:
It consists of 20 (twenty) races all taken from the championships / trophies already present on RBR-WORLD (so they
will all be already scheduled), at the end of this phase the prizes will be awarded up for grabs ...
Every single PILOT will be able to discard the worst 4 RESULTS (results useful and added to the end of the ranking will
be 16 sixteen).
In this phase the driver will take points based on his CLASS ranking (and not the absolute) of each race valid for the
AERON NATION CUP CHAMPIONSHIP where, after 20 races, the prizes will be awarded.
therefore there will be races in which certain classes are merged into a single class (eg R3C, R3T, R3D merged into
class R3) and races where the classes will run individually the ranking in any case the class ranking always applies
In this PHASE the members of the AERON CUP NATION CHAMPIONSHIP ,if subscribed even in the above
championships, have to use the same cars that they have chosen in these championships.
Although in the races where they are NOT subscribed in the championship, they will be able to choose classes and cars
based only on those available in this dedicated race ...
They will take points based on their chosen class. (anyway they will be "transparent" on the Championship that will host
this race).

SCORING EXAMPLE
A driver who arrives 1st in the N4 class will gain 25 pt as a driver who in the same race arrives in the 1st position in N1
class or other.
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EQUALITY OF SCORING
In the case of ex-equo in the final standings, the winner will be the one with the highest number of 1st places, in the
event of a further tie we will pass to the second places and so on .... in case all the placements to climb are equal, the
winner will be the driver with major winning special stages of his RBR-career.

After this phase, where the main prizes will be offered, there will be a further phase called
ï¿½THE FINAL - 3DRAP TROPHYï¿½
where ONLY the best 3 drivers for each NATION can race ... Example Ita, Fin, Swe, Fra, Cz etc etc etc ...
the FINAL - TROPHY 3DRAP will be held on three distinct races with cars that are the same for everyone and chosen
by the organization ....
1 race with RWD
1 race with FWD
1 race with 4WD ....
the sum of all 3 drivers of the respective Nation on these three Finals races will decide the winning Nation and every
single rider will receive as a prize a Cup put up for award but above all REALIZED by 3DRAP printers ...
Nations that do not reach the number of three participants will still be able to access the 3DRAP TROPHY with two or
one participant, clearly they will be disadvantaged in terms of scoring in the final phase, but they can participate as well.
IMPORTANTï¿½..
THE REGISTRATION TO THE AERON NATION CUP CHAMPIONSHIP WILL BE DONE INDIVIDUALLY RACE FOR
RACE FROM THE OWN PILOT PANEL ....
In races where the driver is already registered in the global championship he will have to select the same championship
car ....
in the remaining races he will have the right to choose the preferred car available for that race ...
points will be awarded from THE moment of registration to the championship and will not be retroactive

2nd Phase "The final" (by invitation)
3DRAP TROPHY:
Only the best 3 drivers for each Nation have the right to participate to the FINAL RACES.
The final races will consist of three races to sum points on three types of funds: dirt, asphalt and snow. The weather
conditions will be announced only when the roadbook is published.
the dates of these three races will be communicated with News and informed the various pilots to which they will have
the right to participate ... (approximately within the end of the year)
All participants will use a single car that will be announced later by the RACE DIRECTION.
The winning NATION will be the one that will have obtained the best score adding the results of its three representative
drivers.
in case of a tie, the largest number of P.S. (Special Stages) that every nation have won
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Scores and classification:
The scores that will be assigned in the various races of the first phase will be the same usually assigned in OFFICIAL
races for each admitted class.
1 Â° _ 25pt
2Â° _ 18pt
3Â° _ 15pt
4Â° _12pt
5Â° _10pt
6 Â° _8pt
7 Â° _6pt
8Â° _4pt
9Â°_2pt
10Â°_1pt

The score that will determine this final classification will be awarded in base of the SUM of the points obtained in the
respective Classes of the rankings of each championship valid for the AERON NATION CUP CHAMPIONSHIP
AWARDS
1st AERON EVO3 driving position and 10% discount on additional accessories offered by AERON SIMULATOR
http://www.rbr-world.com/news.php?news=361
2nd 60% discount voucher on any 3DRAP product offered by 3DRAP
http://www.rbr-world.com/news.php?news=357
3rd "KIT" composed by a gear display, a led bar for revs and a control board for rev counter (analog) with relative power
supply produced and offered by SYM PROJECTS.
http://www.rbr-world.com/news.php?news=354
4th Personalized BUTTOM BOX produced and offered by MDS Sim Parts
5th Personalized and hand painted painting offered by VALLIART
http://www.rbr-world.com/news.php?news=364
6th 30% discount voucher on any 3DRAP product offered by 3DRAP
http://www.rbr-world.com/news.php?news=357
7th 20% discount voucher on any 3DRAP product offered by 3DRAP
http://www.rbr-world.com/news.php?news=357
THE RACES
WRC
MONTECARLO
TARMAC
JAN SOLO
HISTORIC
SVEZIA
ERC
AZORES
CIR
1000 MIGLIA
HISTORIC
SAFARI

02/02
03/03
12/03
02/04
12/04
30/04
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CIRT
ADRIATICO
07/05
A/N
SICILIA
17/05
WRC
PORTOGALLO
31/05
ERC
LIEPAJA
11/06
TARMAC
R2-D2
30/06
WRC
KENIA
05/07
CIR
ROMA
06/09
A/N
LIGURIA
27/09
ONLY ON ICELEADER SUPREMO 13/10
ERC
BARUM CZECH
15/10
WRC
DEUTSCHLAND
25/10
ONLY ON ICEKILO REN
10/11
TER
CONXION
29/11
WRC
JAPAN
13/12
8th T-shirt T-shirt
9th T-shirt T-shirt
10th T-shirt T-shirt
3DRAP TROPHY: The Final
1st Nation classified 3 "Gold" cups offered and realized by 3DRAP
2nd Nation classified 3 "Silver" cups offered and produced by 3DRAP
3rd Nation classified 3 "Bronze" cups offered and realized by 3DRAP
4th Class classified 3 T-shirt T-shirts
5th Nation classified 3 T-shirt T-shirts

ATTENTION: ALL SHIPPING COSTS WILL BE CHARGED toTHE WINNER OF THE PRIZE (unless special
agreements between the parties)

Pilot obligation.
It is mandatory to use the 2019 plates released for the championships (downloadable in the download section) if the
rider does not have the skin made by the team can use the original skins of the game ... But in any case if they are
published photos related to the race will have to be equipped of the plates.
The organization has the right to request the publication on the social media of the camera car or replay taken from the
outside of a randomly chosen driver among the winners of the various classes. (the PS and the driver will be announced
race by race by the organization)
It will be the pilot himself and called to implement the video on social networks of our group or facebook page.
If the pilot called is unable or inexperienced in recording videos and replays, he can delegate some members of his
team or TeamManager to do it for him.
if you are a private driver, you can contact an experienced friend.
in case there is a refusal or failure to publish the pilot will be excluded from the Championship.
for all the rest the general regulation of the RBR-world association is in force.
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